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Course Curriculum 

• Objectives:
• Understand the resources needed to be successful in digital advocacy 

• Learn how to design a digital advocacy strategy to support policy objectives 

• Learn the components of a digital campaign and how to design them based 
on the goal of the campaign 

• 1 lesson per month 

• Courses can be taken at your own pace based on you and your health 
center’s training needs 



Today we will cover: 

• Is your organization digital ready? 

• Developing strategy- What to consider?

• Using digital to win



What is digital advocacy? 

Digital political advocacy elevates civic 
engagement by mobilizing constituents 

through technology.
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What make digital advocacy valuable? 

Elevates this integral 
civic function by 

mobilizing 
constituents through 

technology.

Creates a digital 
army ready to act 
on behalf of your 

issue and 
influence elected 

officials 

Strengthens civic 
engagement and 
driving grassroots 

advocacy.

HEALTH CENTER 
ADVOCACY 

Saves time & money 

Increases productivity

Effective community outreach 



Is your health center digital ready? 



Is your health center digital ready? 

Innovation – Risk taking

Data-driven decision-making – Making decisions based on data.

Collaboration – Creating cross-functional teams to make better use of skills available.

Digital-first mindset – Digital ideas and solutions are the default option.

Flexibility – Dynamic decision making and adaptability to change.



Choosing a platform 

• What to consider?
• Can it create and activate using email, web form, social media or phone>

• Can you broadcast, mobilize and engage- text, links, web codes

• Tracking and reporting- Can you get real time updates on campaign activity 
and users?



Digital Strategy

A good digital strategy helps advocates make the right decisions about 
digital tools to emphasize, messages to promote, content to create and 
relationships to build



Digital Strategy 

4 skills for developing a digital strategy 

• Focus- Identify targets

• Grab attention

• Engage

• Empower 

Leveraging advocacy software  

Facebook posts

Tweets

Testimonials/ Story Sharing 

Blogging about a cause or organization

Thunderclaps/Contests 



Digital Strategy: Amplify the Message

DO SOLICIT ENGAGEMENT FROM STAFF
Recruit staff and volunteers to like or comment on posts.

DO TAG STAFF & VOLUNTEERS
Tagging guarantees you a wider – and more receptive – audience.

DO HAVE A CLEAR CALL TO ACTION
Call.  Share.  Retweet.  Be clear about what you want readers to do.

DO KEEP IT LOCAL
Stories from your communities can resonate better with your followers

DO TARGET STRATEGICALLY
Pick your audience and geography carefully to maximize your impact



Digital Strategy: Audience Acquisition 

• Ask and incentivize

• Promote your page

• Promote your posts

• Patient campaigns

• Social Media Buttons

Work with advocacy coordinators

Establish VIPs (incentive programs, recognition) 

Play to passion

Be responsive 

Target: Coordination with state affiliates and local engagement

Measure:  Tracking effectiveness, sharing results



Digital Strategy: Power Mapping 

A power map is a useful visual 
tool for figuring out who you 
need to influence, how to 
influence them, and who can 
do the influencing in order to 
reach a specific goal. 

• Campaign Objectives

• Messaging

• Media 



Social media is just another tool in your communications 

toolbox that you can use to support your organizational 

goals. When you are designing a communications 

strategy to support your mission and goals, think about 

how you can also use the organization’s social media 

presence to support those goals. 

Integrating Social Media 



Content Creation Tools!



Content Creation Tools!



Using Digital to Win 

• Inspire your supporters with 
memorable online actions.

• Spread the reach of your digital 
advocacy campaign with social 
media tools.
• Social sharing 

• Automation tools

• Matching tools

• Optimize your digital advocacy 
with intelligent data.
• Know your supporters

• Action insights

• CRM selection

• Galvanize your digital advocacy 
campaign by leveraging targeted 
actions.
• Targeted messaging 

• Personalized interactions 



Using Digital to Win 

Data helps target organizations’ advocacy efforts and can greatly 
improve key performance metrics, a combination which, ultimately, 
increases the likelihood of an advocacy win. 



Using Digital to Win 





Trends 

• 55% of those who engage with nonprofits via social media have been 
inspired to take further action.

• 56% of those that support nonprofits on the Social Web confirm that 
compelling storytelling is what motivates them to take action on 
behalf of nonprofits.

Georgetown University’s Center for Social Impact



Questions?


